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Overview

Knowledge base records

system generation

• Task: Generate textual descriptions of knowledge base records.

neural template learned by the system

Given
Extract by hidden semi-markov model

Encoder-decoder

template-like



Motivation
• Due to the black-box nature of generic encoder-

decoder models
• Uninterpretable
• Difficult to control in terms of their phrasing or content.

• Template-like text generation
• what to say
• how to say



Motivation

Neural Decoder

Segments are independent of each 
other given the corresponding latent 

variable and x.

Continuous latent 
variable

Discrete latent
variable

HSMM Decoder



Task
• Task: generating a textual description of a knowledge 

base or meaning representation.
• Given
• A collection of records

• Type:
• Entity:
• Value:

• Output: adequate and fluent text description of

• Dataset:
• E2E Dataset
• WikiBio dataset



Dataset

WikiBio dataset

E2E Dataset

reference text

reference text



Semi-Markov Models
• A semi-Markov HMM is like an HMM except each 

state can emit a sequence of observations

• HMM
• Observed tokens：
• Latent state：

• Semi-Markov models
• a length variable:

• the length of the current segment
• a deterministic binary variable:

• whether a segment finishes at time t
• 0-remain in same state
• 1-transition

per-timestep variables



Semi-Markov Models
• Joint-likelihood

• Assume

• Final
• the probabilities of each discrete state transition

• the probability of the length of each segment given its 
discrete state

• the probability of the observations in each segment, given its 
state and length.



Semi-Markov Models

Z0 Z1 Z4 ZT……

p(z1|z0,x) p(z4|z1,x)

X

l1

P(l1|Z1)

f1=0 f2=0 f3=1
P(y1 | y-1 ,y0, Z1,l1,x)P(y0 | y-1, Z1,l1,x)P(y-1 | Z1,l1,x)



Semi-Markov Models
• Given
• HSMM（transition + emission）have learned

• Probability
• the probabilities of each discrete state transition

• the probability of the length of each segment given its 
discrete state

• the probability of the observations in each segment, 
given its state and length.



A Neural HSMM Decoder

independently of 
the previous words



• representation of just the unique types of records

• the sum of the embeddings of the unique types appearing in x, plus a 
bias vector and followed by a ReLU nonlinearity.

• real embedding of the entire knowledge base x

• obtained by max-pooling coordinate-wise over all the

Parameterization

• real embedding of record



Transition & Length

state embeddings

non-linear functions

K x K matrix

• Transition distribution

• Length distribution
• Fix all length probabilities to be uniform

up to a maximum length L.



Emission Distribution
• Base this model on an RNN decoder

• Write a segment’s probability as a product over token-level probabilities

• RNN decoder uses attention and copy-attention

</seg> is an 
end of 
segment 
token.

concatenating an embedding 
corresponding to the k’th latent 
state to the RNN’s input

Each seg initializing 
its hidden state with

x

seg



Emission Distribution

Copy score(For every r)

Vocabulary Score:

Final Score:

attention



Autoregressive Variant
• allow interdependence between tokens (but not segments) 

by having each next-token distribution depend on all the 
previously generated tokens
• using an additional RNN run over all the preceding tokens.



Brief Summary

transition

emission



Learning

Z Zt=j Zt+1

=kX

f=0 ft=1

…… yt

Backward algorithm

Zt+1
=kX Zt+l

l

Zt+l+1



Learning

Already the last time step

From start step
use dynamic programming

The final objective function



What can we do now？

After training（We get HSMM）, we could simply 
condition on a new database and generate with beam 
search, as is standard with encoder-decoder models.

But what do we mean template-like？



HSMM-Decoding
Given
• HSMM we have already learned
• Data which describes knowledge
Goal
• Find the best hidden states sequence

[The Golden Palace] [is a] [coffee shop]…

S1 S2 S3



Extracting Templates
• Templates: sequences of hidden states
• Each “template”        consists of a sequence of latent states

template visualization

discrete states are replaced by the phrases 
they frequently generate in the training data.



Experiment
The E2E task

The WikiBio

• the templated baselines 
underperform neural models

• our proposed model is fairly 
competitive with neural models, and 
sometimes even outperforms them.



Experiment-Controllable



Experiment-Interpretable

particular discrete states correspond in a consistent way to particular 
pieces of information, allowing us to align states with particular field 

types. For instance, birth names have the same hidden state (132), as do 
names (117), nationalities (82), birth dates (101), and occupations (20).



Thanks!


